IN CEREBRAL PALSY AND PEDIATRIC NEUROLOGY:
A SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVE
PAUL G. HARCH, M.D.
ow pressure [<2.0 ATA
(atmospheres absolute)]
hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) has been
increasingly applied to chronic
pediatric neurological conditions amidst much controversy
and criticism. The negative
reaction by the medical community is due, in large part, to
the misconception and confusion of the scientific basis
underlying the improvements
in patients and the inconsistency of the definition and dosage
of HBOT. These controversies
are examined by developing
the science of HBOT based on
the drug definition of HBOT
and concept of dose.
This article will review the
current literature and history
of application of low pressure
(low dosage) LPHBOT to pediatric neurology. The most rigorous study on this subject will
be analyzed and its interpretation debated in terms of past
and present scientific data and
theoretical
considerations.
The major flaw in the study’s
conclusion is illustrated by pre
and post HBOT SPECT brain
imaging on two of the author’s
cerebral palsy patients and the
author’s 12-year-experience of
HBOT treatment of CP children. There is substantial scientific explanation and data to
argue for reimbursement of
HBOT in CP.

L

INTRODUCTION

DEFINITION

Since 1998, the international
pediatric neurological community has seen an explosion in the
off-label use of LPHBOT for
chronic pediatric neurological
conditions. The reaction of the
neurological community has
been a mixture of resentment,
bewilderment, criticism, misperception, and confusion,
largely as a result of a lack of
understanding of HBOT and the
scientific basis of LPHBOT in
chronic neurological conditions.
In 2001 Guo enumerated a
variety of reasons for the lack
of awareness of HBOT. They
included: a lack of evidence,
incompatibility with standards
of care, the long time course to
see results (weeks to months),
inadequate communication of
results, and inability to access
adopters and payers. In an
effort to better understand this
patient-driven movement and
service these five problems
this article will review the science of LPHBOT and the history of development of LPHBOT
in chronic neurological conditions. This review will provide
a framework for better appreciating and understanding the
claims of effectiveness and
potential for LPHBOT in
chronic pediatric neurological
conditions. In addition, it will
strongly argue for reimbursement of HBOT in CP.

Most of the misunderstanding
of LPHBOT in chronic pediatric
neurological conditions has
been due to the inadequacy of
the popular definitions of
HBOT. As an example, through
2003 the HBOT Committee of
the Undersea and Hyperbaric
Medical Society defined HBOT
as: “Hyperbaric oxygen (HBO2)
treatment, in which a patient
breathes 100 percent oxygen
intermittently while inside a
treatment chamber at a pressure higher than sea level pressure (i.e., >1 atmosphere
absolute; atm abs), can be
viewed as the new application
of an old, established technology to help resolve certain recalcitrant, expensive, or otherwise
hopeless medical problems.”
Careful scrutiny reveals that
this is a non-definition.
Further, it misleads people into
believing that HBOT is exclusively a “hail Mary” attempt at
ameliorating recalcitrant medical conditions. Because of this
non-definition the Accepted
Indications List [Table 1], compiled by the same committee,
appears to physicians and nonphysicians alike as a random
compilation of medical diagnoses. The non-definition and
list robs the therapy of an
understanding of its physiology.
The net result is gross confusion when individuals are
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referred to this list and the
HBOT Committee Report as the
foundation source material on
HBOT. When cerebral palsy is
unofficially added to the list the
confusion is compounded. As
a result, HBOT has been
referred to in the past as “a therapy in search of diseases.”
A more precise definition of
HBOT is the drug definition,
first proposed by Gottlieb and
later refined/focused by Harch
and Neubauer as the use of
greater than atmospheric pressure oxygen to treat basic disease processes and their diseases. In essence, HBOT acts as
a drug on the underlying basic
pathophysiologic processes
and states of a cell, tissue,
organ, or organism and
through these effects treats the
disease itself. Referring back to
the
Committee
Report’s
Accepted Indications List, there
is a plethora of animal and
basic science studies documenting unequivocal actions of
HBOT on acute and chronic disease pathophysiology, and
hence the diseases on the list.
Many of these actions result
from the direct effects of oxygen on blood vessels, cell surface proteins, enzymes, and
DNA, or through its properties
and behavior according to the
Universal Gas Laws. In many
diseases one or more timely
high-pressure HBOT’s can have

continued from page 39

curative or dramatic ameliorating effects. In chronic conditions HBOT drug effects are tissue, blood vessel, bone, and skin
growth/repair. The prototypic
HBOT model in chronic wounding is the shallow blood
flow/oxygen gradient wound of
external beam radiation for cancer described by Marx. Daily
HBOT in these chronic wounds
generates new tissue and blood
vessel growth that proceeds
from the edge of the wound to
the center.
Tissue growth
requires new protein which
results from stimulation of the
cells’ DNA. The exact molecular
mechanisms of action have
remained elusive until recently.
In the past six years molecular
biochemical studies have
shown that daily exposures to
HBOT signal the DNA of cells in
a chronic wound to repair and
grow new tissue. Using the drug
definition of HBOT and the
knowledge of acute and chronic
HBOT drug effects the Accepted

Indications list now becomes a
set of diagnoses connected by
HBOT effects on common
underlying pathophysiologic
processes, i.e. the definition
given above.
The drug definition of HBOT
entails the concept of dose.
HBOT dose is a function of
depth
of
pressurization,
amount of time at pressure,
presence or absence of air
breaks, frequency of treatments, number of treatments,
and the nature of the underlying pathology which is defined
by the time of intervention of
HBOT in the disease process. In
hyperacute CNS (central nervous system) and non-CNS conditions and in chronic non- CNS
wounding (e.g. diabetic foot
wounds), high pressure (greater
than or equal to 2.0 ATA), HBOT
is effective. (Sea level pressure
is 1 ATA; each additional atmosphere of pressure is equivalent
to 33 feet of seawater pressure
if one was breathing air under
water). In CNS injury, however,

TABLE 1
1999 UNDERSEA AND HYPERBARIC MEDICAL
SOCIETY HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY
APPROVED INDICATIONS
Air or Gas Embolism
Carbon Monoxide Poisoning
Carbon Monoxide Complicated by Cyanide Poisoning
Clostridial Myositis and Myonecrosis (Gas Gangrene)
Crush Injury, Compartment Syndrome,
and Other Acute Traumatic Ischemias
Decompression Sickness
Enhancement of Healing in Selected Problem Wounds
Exceptional Blood Loss (Anemia)
Intracranial Abscess
Necrotizing Soft Tissue Infections
Osteomyelitis (Refractory)
Delayed Radiation Injury (Soft Tissue and Bony Necrosis)
Skin Grafts and Flaps (Compromised)
Thermal Burns
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as one proceeds beyond three
to six hours the highest pressures may not be effective and
by 48 hours can be toxic, i.e., an
overdose. At this time injured
brain appears to be responsive
to pressures less than or equal
to 2.0 ATA, and after one month
or more almost exclusively less
than 2.0 ATA. While the above
is a synthesis of hyperbaric literature over the past forty
years, the discovery of this
tapering of dose was made in
the late 1980’s in New Orleans
while treating divers with brain
decompression illness (DCI).
Out of this experience grew the
application to chronic pediatric
brain injury. A brief recitation
of this history will be helpful.

HISTORY
The standard of care for treatment of acute DCI has been
repetitive high (2.0-2.8 ATA)
pressure oxygen treatments. In
the late 1980’s we found that
divers gained further neurological improvement if the treatment pressure was lowered to
1.5 ATA. In addition, we found
that divers delayed weeks or
months to first treatment or who
failed standard Navy treatment
months to years before could be
successfully treated at the same
1.5 ATA, similar to Neubauer’s
treatment of chronic stroke and
multiple sclerosis patients. In
these cases it was obvious that
subacute and chronically
injured brain tissue was the primary pathology, not residual
free inert gas. We then extended
this 1.5 ATA HBOT to boxers
and patients with chronic traumatic brain injury, stroke, toxic
brain injury, autism, etc., and
placed the work under a hospital based human experimentation committee (Institutional
Review Board-IRB) approved
protocol. Evaluation of patients

for LPHBOT was based on the
sequence of high resolution
SPECT brain blood flow scan,
single LPHBOT, and repeat
SPECT. Before opening the IRB
one of the early referred patients
in 1992 was the first cerebral
palsy child treated with HBOT in
North America. The patient was
a four-and-a-half-year-old boy
with hypotonia who couldn’t
walk. At the end of three
months the child experienced
improvement in fine motor
function, alertness, and walked
with fingertip support for balance; subtle improvements were
noticed on SPECT. Through the
closure of the IRB in May 1999
approximately 50-75 children
and 150 adults were evaluated
and treated for chronic brain
injury. Some of the pediatric
cases were reported at the First,
Second, and Third International
Symposia
on
Hyperbaric
Oxygenation and the Brain
Injured Child in July 1999, 2001,
and 2003. Unbeknownst to me,
however, the use of LPHBOT
predated the New Orleans experience by a decade; Dr. Machado
in Brazil treated 230 children
from 1983 to 1989 using an
identical pressure with lesser
number of treatments, yet the
same qualitative results. He presented his findings at a conference held by Dr. Richard
Neubauer in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida in 1989. Dr. Machado’s
protocol was 100 percent oxygen at 1.5 ATA/60 minutes total
dive time (TDT) for 20 treatments in a monoplace chamber.
Subsequent experience will be
referenced to this dose.
Following the first child
above and eight additional children with static encephalopathy of various causes treated in
New Orleans, a child from
Wisconsin was treated with
LPHBOT in South Florida in

late 1995. The child was a severe quadriplegic who experienced
improvement in tone and alertness. Her case, and two of my own,
were presented at The Third Panamerican Congress on
Hyperbaric Medicine in Rio De Janeiro, 4/1996. Simultaneously,
the first CP children were treated in Sussex England. By 1997 a
number of mothers from Montreal took their children to Sussex
for the same treatment and pediatric physiatrist Dr. Pierre Marois
of L’Enfant Hospital of Montreal noted a significant decrease in
spasticity of two twin four-year-old boys with quad CP. This
prompted fund-raising by a group of mothers to launch the McGill
Pilot Trial where patients served as their own controls. The positive results of this study generated the government funded multicenter McGill trial recently published. The confusing results of
this trial become explicable when discussed in terms of dose of
HBOT and DNA-signaling.
The pressure and dose of HBOT in Brazil was 1.5 ATA of 100 percent oxygen for 60 minutes TDT. In New Orleans it was originally
1.5/90 minutes, but then reduced to 1.5/60 minutes TDT when
patients developed side effects from the extra 30 minutes in chamber. Due to non-physician attendance, free-standing HBOT centers
in the U.K. use 95 percent oxygen; the dose in Sussex was 20
HBOT’s of 95 percent oxygen at 1.75 ATA (1.66 ATA oxygen)/60 minutes at depth. When the McGill Pilot Trial commenced the dose was
increased to 20 treatments of 100 percent oxygen at 1.75 ATA/60
minutes at depth. While the Gross Motor Functional Measures
(GMFM) improved in many of these children, Dr. Marois noted that
the children experienced regression of some of their symptoms
upon cessation of HBOT. In my nine years’ experience prior to this
result, it was found that permanence to LPHBOT-induced neurological improvements was achieved beyond 35 treatments.
(Congruently, and incidentally, the average number of HBOT’s delivered to patients in the U.S. with non-CNS wounds is approximately
40 and the minimum dose to patients with non-CNS radiation
injury wounds is 40.)
This was communicated to Dr. Marois and the multicenter trial
became 40 LPHBOTs at 1.75 ATA of 100 percent oxygen/60 minutes
at depth. While this was the correct number of treatments the 1.75
ATA 100 percent oxygen 60 minutes AT DEPTH was a higher dose
never before applied to CP children. Simultaneously, despite warnings to the contrary, the control group was chosen to receive 1.3 ATA
air or essentially .27-.28 ATA oxygen at pressure, a 30 percent increase
of oxygen over sea-level air. Thus, this was not a true control group,
nor was it a control group ever before used in HBOT clinical studies.
Unfortunately, this is the root of the study’s confusion and misinterpretation.

DISCUSSION
The medical community has misinterpreted the results of the rigorous McGill Multicenter Trial for a variety of reasons. First, the
improvement of the HBOT group is entirely consistent with the
observations of the Russians, Machado, myself, Neubauer, the
McGill Pilot Trial, and the subsequent independent reports from
practitioners and investigators in China, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, South
Africa, Italy, Germany, the U.K., Canada, the United States, Mexico,
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and South America. All of these reports are consistent with HBOT
oxygen signaling effects on injured brain tissue in shallow blood
flow/oxygen gradient wounds. These gains were far greater and in a
shorter period of time than has been seen with spontaneous
changes in GMFM. The GMFM scores showed the effect of possible
oxygen toxicity or metabolic fatigue suppression of scores at 1.75
ATA as evidenced by improvement in 5 of the 6 scores in the HBOT
group from the immediate post-testing period to the three month
post HBOT testing; only 3 of the 6 improved in the control group.
The improvement in the control group is the confounder that has
misled the scientific community. The article attributed the improvement in the controls to a parent participation effect. Using the argument of oxygen signaling, a more plausible conclusion is that the
chronically injured pediatric brain is exquisitely sensitive to intermittent oxygen signaling at low levels of hyperbaric pressure and
oxygen..
Four separate lines of evidence support the “sensitivity” argument. First, Chinese researchers just reported in an acute
model of CP that hyperbaric air causes an increase in a brain
growth hormone while HBOT causes an increase in the hormone plus a DNA messenger substance that results in new protein production, i.e. oxygen DNA signaling. Second, the
Bulgarians and Russians have both reported beneficial effects
of low pressure hyperbaric air and oxygen mixtures on children
with CP. Third, Heuser reported beneficial effects of low-pressure hyperbaric air on children with chronic t oxic brain injury.
Lastly, the brain is composed of gaseous neurotransmitters, e.g,
carbon monoxide, nitric oxide, etc. and mitochondrial pressure
sensitive molecules whose behavior is poorly documented
under hyperbaric conditions, but in fact may contribute in
some way to neurological changes in a patient.
The opposite arguments of placebo or parent-accompanying
effects are specious. To be a placebo a substance must be inert and
to have a placebo effect the subject must of capable of understanding that the treatment can have either a positive or negative
effect on him/her. By definition neither oxygen nor hyperbaric
oxygen can ever be placebos due to their physical properties alone.
Secondly, in younger children and those damaged enough to not
appreciate suggestion placebo requirements can similarly not be
fulfilled. If anything a negative placebo effect would be present
due to the “white coat effect” and the fright of yet another medical
intervention in these children. In addition, many of these children
have been subjected to every conceivable medical therapy over the
course of their short lifetimes and the parents and researchers have
never witnessed this degree of improvement in two short months.
This last rebuttal can also be applied to the parent participation
effect argument. If quality time with the kids in an atmosphere of
good cheer can cause such a rapid improvement in gross motor
function why hasn’t it done so in all of the previous therapies? In
my research and practice with 170 children we have eliminated
this argument by design default, using single-person chambers and
having over 85-90 percent of our children dive alone while watching a Barney or similar video; the relatives or parents are out of
view in the lobby or absent from the facility. One could argue the

placebo effects of a Barney
video, but due to their ubiquity
all parents of CP children
should have seen big gains with
such videos at home. In fact,
they haven’t. A recent review
on placebo effects demonstrated that no significant objective
outcomes, such as were seen in
this study, could be attributed to
placebo. Another study on
HBOT “placebo” effects in
adults demonstrated that any
placebo effects are those of
anxiety reduction and mood
elevation, not durable neurological effects.
Since the publishing of the
Collett article additional work
by Waalkes, Golden (Neubauer),
this author, and Sethi render the
sensitivity and non-placebo
arguments somewhat moot. All
four authors have shown significant improvements in function
and/or SPECT brain imaging
treating CP children with similar low pressure HBOT protocols. The last study by Sethi was
a randomized prospective controlled trial without confusing
dose issues that was awarded
first place at a scientific meeting
in India. Collectively, the evidence for a beneficial effect of
HBOT in CP now exceeds nearly all of the 13 Accepted
Indications.

THEORETICAL
CONSIDERATIONS
Setting aside the above clinical
experience, is it plausible that
LPHBOT could benefit the cerebral palsy brain? The answer is
yes, and turns on the existence
of chronic shallow blood
flow/oxygen gradient wounds in
CP similar to the extremity
wounds HBOT has traditionally
treated. Innumerable SPECT
blood flow studies have shown
that such wounds exist in adult
human brains. There is also evi-

dence in pediatric brain injury. It
is known that CP is largely a vascular or low blood flow/oxygen
insult, depending on the age of
the child and/or degree of prematurity at time of injury, and
has been registered on SPECT
and PET. It is only reasonable
given the mechanism of HBOT
described above in radiation
wounds that HBOT in the proper
dosage could rehabilitate a brain
wound just like a neck or leg
wound. Two examples from our
previous IRB experience (vide
supra) show SPECT registration
of these shallow blood flow/oxygen wounds in CP, the rehabilitation of these wounds with LPHBOT, and the lack of a parent participation effect on these images
and the patients’ concomitant
clinical improvement (Figures 17). Both cases demonstrate
innumerable shallow perfusion
gradient wounds that improve
after both single and repetitive
LPHBOT. The effect is the same
regardless of parent accompaniment on every LPHBOT, patient
#1, or the child diving alone,
patient #2. This is also the same
effect we have continued to see
to this day in the great majority
of nearly 175 children with
chronic neurological disorders of
which 80 percent have been
imaged with SPECT.
Probably the most compelling piece of evidence arguing for a scientific basis for the
beneficial effect of HBOT in CP
and chronic brain injury is additional animal work. After criticism of my chronic case series
of divers, trauma, toxic, and
other brain injured patients
mentioned above, I sought
duplication of this work in an
animal model in 1995. In a
controlled pilot trial of 12 rats
with chronic traumatic brain
injury we demonstrated statistically significant improvement
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in cognition and simultaneous
increases in blood vessel density. In June 2001 these findings
were replicated in a much larger number of rats with greater
statistical significance, achieving the first demonstration of
non-invasive improvement of
chronic brain injury in an animal model. These experiments
employed the original human
protocol used in the first divers
and CP patient above. While the
model is different, trauma vs.
low blood flow/oxygen, the
results were consistent with all
of our previous findings and
that of others in multiple
human conditions. In addition,
it strongly argues for a scientific
basis for the human experience.

CONTROVERSY
Finally, a few words about entrepreneurs and exploitation. It has
been stated that HBOT is “big
business.” Such statements belie
ignorance of the economics of
HBOT. On April 1, 2003 the
Center for Medicare/Medicaid
Services (CMS) doubled the reimbursement for HBOT that, when
added to the patient’s copayment and the physician fee,
brings the total to about $420/60
minute treatment. Since the
treatment for accepted indications is usually 90-120 minutes
the total reimbursement exceeds
$600.00. The average freestanding facility charge for off-label
HBOT in the U.S. and Canada in
non-physician attended facilities
is about $75-125/treatment and
this is largely non-reimbursed by
third party payors. In physician
attended facilities it is $150200/treatment. There are currently less than five full-time
physician attended facilities in
the United States that are exclusively treating off-label diagnoses. Meanwhile, there are
approximately 130 or so non-

physician attended facilities in
the U.S. and Canada doing the
same. In contrast hospital facilities charge $1,000-$3,300/treatment for “accepted indications.”
Where’s the bonanza in freestanding off-label use of HBOT?
There is none.
The criticism of exploitation
of a recklessly desperate population assumes naivety and is also
without merit. The internet has
made medical information universally and instantly available.
The lay public is now informed.
This is especially true for mothers of brain injured children
who, as every caregiver is aware,
leave no stone unturned in their
quest for best outcomes for their
children. (These mothers were
the driving force for funding and
performance of both McGill trials. Informed they are, recklessly desperate they are not.) Bad
outcomes, fraud, and dishonesty
are immediately exposed and
the repercussions swift. Internet
sites and special interest groups,
e.g., the MUMS Network
(Mothers United in Moral
Support), a parent-to-parent
organization for parents of disabled children, have chat rooms
and/or keep files on complaints
and bad outcomes at treatment
centers. There is no place to
hide; the medical marketplace
has become efficient. In addition, these parents compare
LPHBOT to ALL forms of previous therapies. If LPHBOT had
no effect on their children after
the first round of treatment—
parents would cease treatment.
They would not throw good
money after bad, travel great distances, inconvenience/disrupt
their families, and expend significant amounts of time, energy,
and resources for a worthless
medical therapy. Instead, they
go to great lengths to return for
additional treatment or obtain

the treatment in their home
cities. They lobby their insurance companies, Medicaid officials, and legislators for economic and political relief, start hyperbaric companies or not-for-profit treatment centers, and, in
some cases, obtain training and
install hyperbaric chambers in
their homes. While these arguments are admittedly unscientific they form a powerful worldwide testimonial backdrop to
the scientific points made above.

CONCLUSION
Evidence in both animal and
human studies is accumulating for a positive effect of LPHBOT in chronic adult and pediatric neurological conditions.
Understanding the drug definition of HBOT and the principles of DNA oxygen signaling
are the keys to appreciating
the animal effects and understanding the human studies.
Further studies in animals will
reveal mechanisms while studies in adults and children will
prove efficacy in different neu-

rological conditions. However,
no further studies need be
done on HBOT in CP. When
the rules used to compose the
Accepted Indications List are
applied to CP the evidence is
found to exceed that of the
majority of diagnoses on the
list. It is time for responsible
physicians to acknowledge
this and add CP to the list. EP
Transverse gray scale images of
every SPECT scan can be viewed
on the E Parent website at:
www.eparent.com.
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Figures 1-7, SPECT brain flood flow imaging
All scans for both patients were performed under identical conditions
on a Picker Prism 3000 triple-headed gamma scanner, resolution 6-7
m m , using low energy high resolution fan-beam collimators and
technetium ECD (Neurolite). The dose of ECD was weight-based for
each child and scanning commenced 60 minutes after injection while
the child was sedated with Propofol; Propofol was administered after
injection of Neurolite. All scans were processed, f i l t e r e d , a n d
reconstructed by a single experienced technologist.
Figures 1-7 are three dimensional surface reconstructions of the
individual scans which due to space limitations are not shown. However,
two-thirds of the transverse images on which the reconstruction is based
appear on the right side of each figure as two columns; the remaining oneFigure 1
Patient #1.
Two-year-old
hemiplegic CP
boy with motor,
cognitive, and
speech deficits.
Three dimensional surface reconstruction of
“baseline” SPECT study, 6/17/1998. Note
marked bilateral temporal and inferior frontal
lobe damage on 3-D and heterogeneous
pattern of flow on the transverse images to
the right. MRI from 12/1997 at 22 months of
age showed loss of tissue in the left thalamus
extending into the posterior limb of the
internal capsule and left periventricular white
matter with dilatation of the left lateral
ventricle.
Figure 2
3-D
reconstruction
of 6/18/1998
SPECT, three
hours after a
single
hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) at 1.5
ATA/60 minutes (total dive time). Note
improvement in flow to damaged areas in
Figure 1. In addition, notice the generalized
“smoothing” of the blood flow pattern and
increase in flow on the transverse images on
the right side. This is most apparent on the
4th to 7th rows. Clinical correlates are
transient.
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third of the images would appear in a third column to the left of the two
columns, but is excluded by computer formatting. Color pattern of blood
flow is white yellow, yellow, orange, purple, blue, and black from highest to
lowest blood flow. Images proceed from the top of the brain in the upper
left corner to the base of the brain in the lower right corner. Each slice is
depicted from the patient’s feet with the right side of the brain on the
viewer’s left and vice versa. The face/front of the patient’s brain is at the top
of each image and the back of the brain at the bottom. Reconstruction
thresholds are individually determined three or more times for each scan
based on best silhouette of normal and abnormal anatomy. The final
threshold is the average of the multiple determinations. Each picture is a
facial view.

Figure 3
Threedimensional
surface
reconstruction
of 8/6/1998
SPECT, 22 hours
after the 40th HBOT. Improvements in 3-D
and transverse images compared to
“baseline” of Figure 1 are sustained and
consistent with improvement in clinical
condition. Patient experienced significant
improvement in gait, balance, right body tone,
and vocabulary.
Figure 4
3-D
reconstruction of
11/18/1998
SPECT, 5 days
after 80th HBOT.
3-D and transverse images show persistent
improvement in flow to damaged areas
consistent with the child’s increase in activity
level, speech (three word sentences), and
decrease in tone. Mother accompanied child in
the chamber for all 80 HBOT’s, the first 40 in
New Orleans and the second 40 in their home
state. The child had PE Tube placement after
the first HBOT.
Figure 5
Patient #2.
Patient is a twoyear-old girl with
hemiplegic CP
and seizure
disorder who has speech, balance, left body tone
and motor problems. Three-dimensional surface

reconstruction of “baseline”SPECT, 5/16/00.
Note defect in right frontal lobe and bilateral
temporal lobes on 3-D and diffuse heterogeneous
pattern of blood flow on the transverse images to
the right . View is from the patient’s right front
for this and figures 6 and 7. MRI at 15 months of
age showed severe periventricular leukomalacia,
worse in the right frontal region, with volume loss
in the thalami and brainstem.
Figure 6
Threedimensional
surface
reconstruction
of 5/17/00
SPECT after a
single HBOT. Note improvement to right frontal
lobe and bilateral temporal lobes on 3-D and
generalized “smoothing” and increase in flow
(rows 5 & 6) and to frontal cortex (4th row).
Changes are felt to be transient.
Figure 7
3-D
reconstruction of
11/15/00 SPECT,
27 days after
80th HBOT.
Note
improvements in flow on 3-D and transverse
images similar to 5/17 scan that are now
permanent and consistent with clinical
improvements in tone, speech,balance, gait,and
fine motor function. The patient experienced no
reactivation of seizures. Patient was in the
chamber by herself for every HBOT; mother was in
the waiting room or away from the facility for
most of the treatments.
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